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Talk overview and aim

Assay validation

I will try to share what seems to work in our lab…in case it helps you

Examples

•
•

Appropriate staffing !
Worked out a template, a structure, for assay validation

•
•

Look at the experiments that will be required
Prepare a work sheet with experiment instructions and type of sample required

•

Try to focus on one assay at a time

Ulrika Johansson
UHBW NHS FT

…This presentation centres
around guidelines; but
ultimately is our
laboratory’s approach to
meeting the ISO15189
standards!
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–
–

Ready to go when we have a moment and a relevant sample
We still have a long way to go
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Assay purpose

Sezary Assay:
The assay includes two components:
1. Immunophenotypic evaluation of T-cells to identify
and characterize an abnormal population, and
2. Absolute enumeration (dual platform).
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Traceability
• No metrological traceability
• 15189 does give suggestions
☺
You can find one or several peer-reviewed publications from individual laboratories that
have used an approach/validated flow cytometry method for measuring what you want to measure
And clinical correlation!
☺☺
You can find a peer-reviewed inter-laboratory validation study of an assay that measures
what you want to measure more or less
☺☺☺ You can find a peer-reviewed inter-laboratory validation study of an assay that measures
what you want to measure –exactly!
☺☺☺☺ You can find above, as well as an international consensus guideline for the assay, that
spells out which mAbs, clones, gating strategy and more, to use….
And you can carry out ‘clinical correlation’:
Integrated sign-out and MDT (and/or lab MDT) outcomes
5 negative , 5 positive (diagnostic accuracy/trueness)
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Reagent, panel defined.

Risks?

Is steric hindrance check required?
•
•
•

• Are there risks involved?

It is quick
May show unexpected results
If in-house design, we tend to
do this.

–
–
–
–
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Lab H&S
Regulatory requirements (Risk categories)
Assay-related non-conformities, incidents: High risk assay?
Interferences – are listed in separate entry – but could pose a risk – how is that
mitigated
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What type of assay:

Purpose, general design & traceability & risk

Qualitative, semi-quantitative or quantitative?

•
•

Has now been
stated.
What are our
acceptance criteria
for our ‘dream
assay’ ?

H62
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Sample volume, detailed processing protocol,
assay controls

Assay internal controls
• List, also highlight in gating figure

Volume used:
As directed by the
guideline/validation paper you trace
your assay to, or other,
Such as based on cell recovery
If more than one matrix used – is
volume always the same. Is
processing always the same.
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Tricky assay example: Platelet glycoprotein:

Here, also reagent (mAb)
information and optimisation data

(Almost) no internal negative controls,
few diagnoses (rare to find a positive control)

We use an isotype control, and like to repeat mAb
titration regularly. Especially:
Where positive sample is present in lab, consider use
excess material for titration experiment.
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Gating strategy.

FMO?

Work out template. Our experience: gating template is a main influence on inter-analyst precision. So,
sometimes we have refined the template after carying out analyst precision testing.
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• Our approach: a must for any in-house design
• If adapting from validated published assay: not necessarily required
– PNH
• Always useful for gating template
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30563

8
3.7%

Correct

Correct

Suboptimal compensation:
How does it affect my assay?
Yes – we would like to have perfect
compensation at all times
Familiarity of how incorrect
compensation (tandem lot-to-lot
variation for exammple) influences our
interpretation of the data is useful.

13.8%
30518

141
5.0%

+0.5%

-0.5%

14.1%
30413

279
6.5%

CD38-PE

Most assays follow a standard approach , so where this is not the case, we aim to state the specifics for the
assay. Useful to have bead/harmonemia like strategy for voltage settings for the assay.
Compensaiton strategy also included, for example whether cells or beads are used as compensation
controls.

Robustness

CD19-PC7

Cytometer settings also captured

+1.0%

-1.0%

14.3%
30305

548
15.4%

+1.5%

-2.0%

14.6%
30194

819
34.7%

-3.0%

CD5-PerCP-Cy5.5
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+2.0%

14.8%

CD10-PC7
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Analytical
accuracy

Assay locked down - validation
• That said: If precision data shows high (too high) inter-analyst
CVs for example – the gating protocol may need changing
perhaps.
• Or if any other issues are found, that are not acceptable.

PCS example
old vs new
assay
If no old/previous
assay:
We use
diagnostic
accuracy
(Sens/spec
calculated).
Sample share/EQA
not always available.
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LOB for assays with several different disease
phenotypes?

Limit of Blank (LOB)
• Examples of assays with established LOB:
– B-ALL
• ‘Empty space’ (LAIP)

– PNH
• There is only one composite phenotype to monitor

– Sezary (specific phenotype)
• There are several composite phenoytpes

• Grateful for your thoughts!
• For Sezary, we elected to use a defined phenotype: CD3+ CD4+ CD7CD26-/wk+.
• This does not cover all Sezary phenotypes encountered

For these assays, ‘blank’
samples are easy to find in
our labs.
H62 advices 5 samples
(that each may be acquired
5 times)

– MM (specific phenotype)

– PD-1/CD28/5/TRBC-1/and others

• However a check of the ‘core/spine’ gate was helpful for us to
understand the limitations of the assay.
‘What are we up against’ in this phenotypic area,
in pathological controls?

– CAR-T19
• We considered two ways of measuring this

• Examples of assays for which we do not intend to establish LOB:
– Monocytosis
– Acute leukaemia lineage determination
– Diagnostic L&L assay
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LOB: Sezary example

LOD and LLOQ

5 negative samples in final version

Limit of Detection LoD
Determined by utilising both the measured LoB and X test replicates of a sample known to contain a low
concentration of analyte.

LoD = LoB + 1.645×SD
Limit of Quantitation LoQ
The lowest concentration at which the analyte can not only be reliably detected but at which some predefined
goals for bias and imprecision are met.
“Functional sensitivity” is defined as the concentration that results in a CV=20% (or some other predetermined %
CV), and is thus
a measure of an assay’s precision at low analyte levels (without addressing bias).

Armbruster, David A., and Terry Pry. "Limit of blank, limit of detection
and limit of quantitation." Clin Biochem Rev 29.Suppl 1 (2008): S4952.

Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute. Protocols for
Determination of Limits of Detection and Limits of Quantitation,
Approved Guideline. CLSI document EP17. Wayne, PA USA: CLSI; 2004.

Samples run as part of routine clinical work – integrated report: Not CTLC (or other neoplasm)
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LOD, LLOQ and linearity

Linearity
Provides a pretty good idea of what our detection level
might be.

• We often need to work from a mock sample
– Plasma cell assay: If we have very low level, 0.0001% sample, insufficient sample to set up x6 for
example
– PNH red cell assay: There can use a native sample

And we can select the relevant dilution to be used for our
repeat testing, to have x5 replicated to create our LOD.

• Creating a mock sample
– Dilute a positive sample in relevant negative sample
• A little inexact, even if you correct for the different WBC counts of the two samples (the ‘spike’ and the
‘dilutant’ samples, resulting in a spiked sample.
• The dilutant (native sample) of course need to be a blood for PNH, but a BM for plasma cell assay, for
example. The correct matrix.

– How to calculate the expected #events of cell of interest?
• Correct for the spiking and dilutant samples WBC count

– Our experience is that a dilution series is useful: we want to make sure we create a mock sample
with the (low) level of disease that we want to achieve detecting (what acceptance criteria did
we set?)
– This then works also as your linearity test.
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We now have a mock sample with low level
disease…
Repeat analsyis.

Raw event data
Dilutant

(for clinical quantitative assays, sugges
5 samples…may need interpretaton)

And we can calculate our Limit of
Detection :
Determined by utilising both the
measured LoB and 6 test replicates of
a sample known to contain a low
concentration of analyte.

LoD = LoB + 1.645×SD
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898940

PNH + sample

H62 suggests x5
replicates for medical
laboratories

Neutrophils

Precision

% GPI neg

Type 2 N

Type 3 N

Type 3 monos

• Approach is pragmatic: Maximise
sample and data point use
• Check through requirements
(number of samples for each
type of precision we need to
measure)
• For example
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SD
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CV
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16%

28%
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“LOD: When the assay is an LDT to be
used in a clinical lab it is
recommended to use five negative
and five low-positive samples”.

Let all analyst’s analyse these = inter-analyst precision (help
with gating template maybe)
Part of Accuracy/Truenes: The +ive sample we used to create
the mock, is part of our 10 cases to show accuracy and
trueness
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Example:

Analyte stability

One sample was set up by 2 staff, each staff set up the sample in triplicate . At two different time points.
The resulting six tubes were acquired on two cytometers.

Native and processed

• In our experience, one of the most important tests.
• Realistic approach that fits with our labs routine

Staff A setup am
Staff B setup pm

– What age is sample usually when we receive it?
– How long time does it normally take until we can process it?
– What is the maximum time we would like to/require to process it?
– How would we store it until then?

Staff B setup am
Staff A setup pm

• Do we need to check processed sample stability?
• Fixed/unfixed, stored in fridge after processing?
Repeatability (within run) for each operator/sample processing staff;
Between cytometer, And: Once all tubes are also analysed by all analysts : inter-analyst precision.
analyte stability. The sample is a ‘low presence of disease’ type sample – can be used for comparison with gold standards/limit of detection data,
If precision exceeds expected/acceptance criteria: Any obvious cause? (dead/dying cells/gating template may be improved, something went wrong during processing, aso
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Assay validation template available in this paper
Sample day, set-up #1
(approx. 5 hours old sample)

Stored in fridge (4-8oC)

+2 days, set-up #1
(approx. 54 hours old sample)
Illingworth, A et al . Cytometry Part B: Clinical Cytometry, 100(2), 156-182.

Possible to correct for this,
But suboptimal
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Thank you
UHBW Flow Team
Mark Hughes
Izzie Vazquez
Adriana Moya Gonzalez
Sheree Roberts
Natasha Futhee

Spare slides

ICCS
Andrea Illingworth
Fiona Craig
ESCCA
Iuri Marinov
Andy Rawstron
UK
Dan Payne
Anne Serman (UKAS)
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Precision:
creating the ‘mega experiment’ layout

What are our results used for?

• H62 may ask for (check the table and sections relevant for your assay)…

• Monocytosis assay: report is based on a % cut-off. Supportive

– Analyte stability= 3 samples
– Repeatability = 6 samples, each in triplicate
– Reproducibility (same sample, at different time points) = 2-3 samples, 3 replicates

– Monocytes are identified. They are divided into 3 subsets (MO1, MO2, MO3). If MO1 is
at or above 94% of total monocytes: This supports a diagnosis of CMML over reactive
monocytosis.

• And we could fit nearly all that into a large experiment on a quiet day…

• Sezary assay: reports clonal T-cells x 109/L. Staging, monitoring

• There may not be sufficient material to carry out a ‘mega experiment’
• Our experience also – things can go wrong (a Mab was not added, cytometer
played up)

• Acute Leukaemia Linage Determination: reports description of an abnormal
population, as well as its relative size in the sample (% of total nucleated cells)

– Dual platform @UHBW

– The clone size is less likely to influence management, if there is an integrated laboratory
report (aspirate, trephine, genetics, imaging)

– So 2 slightly smaller ‘mega experiments’ rather than one massive can work better.

• For certain sample types (matrix)/assays: just difficult;

• MRD: reports description of an abnormal population, as well as its relative
size in the sample (% of total nucleated cells)

– CSF, some FNAs, MM MRD precision on native samples, and so on.

– The clone size will or may well influence management
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Reagent stability

Interferences?
• Monocytosis –
– Therapy affecting read-out?

• Various assays
– Anti-CD38
– Anti-CD20 and many others
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Traceability – example 1

Traceability – example 1
PNH
• Consensus guidelines (ICCS/ESCCA 2018, 4 papers)

• B-ALL MRD– CEIVD labelled assay , purchased
– Still include the papers that the company refers to
– Verification process (not included in this setting, but along similar vein)

– Comments and the authors individual laboratory experience of
• Analyte stability
• Anti-coagulant
• Which antigens to study

• Inter-laboratory validation studies (several)
• Can choose to use exactly the same reagents…
• Or slightly different (cytometer used, finance..)

Similar for CLL, also much available guidelines and relevant publications for MDS
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Traceability – example 2

Traceability – example 4

• Platelet glycoprotein analysis (for bleeding disorders)
• There are consensus guidelines (et al)

• CAR-T-cell measurement assay

– Comments and the authors individual laboratory experience of

– Uses reagent not previously published
– Reagent itself needs validation
– Unusual for clinical flow assay, albeit

• Analyte stability
• Anti-coagulant
• Which antigens to study

– Some backed up by references
– No validation data, as far as I can see, the comments are backed up by the authors experience (did
they validate their assays? Probably yes – but there are no data here)
– No specific mAb clones recommended

• Monoblast identification
– Cell sorting, correlating with morphology/IHC

• Epitope specificity of any Ab, for example CD30 in NHL
• The reagents we use – have traceability?

So here, need to search literature, find papers that show clinically documented cases, which antibodies (specificity,
clones) did they use?
Lots of different bleeding disorder related gene variants:
A given mAb may work for one case, but not another. (integrated reporting)
Similar for many L&L assays
Often companies will list publications on mAb Product Inserts
but check up to date literature.
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H62 strategies Qualitative / Quantitative

A little outside the concept of validation perhaps – but still;
Other areas within ISO standard where new assay is captured,
and that the ‘super template’ perhaps could capture:

•
•
•
•

Training (competencies)
Risk mitigation
Quality indicator – assay TAT
Standards are a lot about minimising risk, also to identify
opportunities for improvement.
• 4.11 preventative action:

15189
15189
15189

– ISO says to determine action to eliminate the causes of potential
nonconformities in order to prevent their occurrence.

ISO13485

– “By employing an additional anti-CD30mAb, I reduced risk of not detecting
CD30+ lymphoma”
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